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Abstract. Recently, Tan proposed a remote user authentication scheme suited for
multi-server environments, in which users can be authenticated using a single
password shared with the registration center. A fundamental requirement for
password-based authentication is security against off-line password guessing
attacks. However, Tan's scheme fails to meet the requirement. In this paper, we
report this security problem with Tan's scheme.
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1 Introduction
In 2011, Tan [8] proposed an efficient remote user authentication scheme suited for
multi-server environments [1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In its article, Tan claims that
the user can be authenticated by all servers included in multi-server environments
using a single password shared with the registration center and establishes the session
key to be shared with between the server and the user.
In addition to making this claim, Tan claims to exhibit various merits with its
scheme: (1) it allows the user to register only once with the registration center and then
he/she is able to gain access to all servers included in multi-server environments
without registering with every single server; (2) it does not require any server and the
registration center to maintain a password table for verifying the legitimacy of login
users; (3) it allows users to choose and change their passwords according to their liking
and hence gives more user convenience; (4) it allows the user to change its password
freely after assuring the legality of it; (5) it is extremely efficient in terms of
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the computational cost since the protocol participants perform only a few hash
function operations; (6) it allows the user two factor security [8].
First of all, a fundamental requirement for password-based authentication is security
against off-line dictionary attacks [14]. However, Tan's scheme fails to meet the
requirement. In this paper, we report this security problem with Tan's scheme. What
we do in this work is to report these security vulnerabilities of Tan's scheme.

2 Review of Tan's Password Authentication Scheme
This section reviews a remote user authentication scheme proposed by Tan [7]. The
scheme participants include a registration center, a remote user, and multiple servers.
For simplicity, we denote the registration center by RC, the remote user by Uz, and the
servers by Si, S2, , Sn. The scheme assumes that the registration center RC is a trust
party responsible for securely delivering the secret keys to be shared with between (//
and Si.
Tan's scheme consists of four phases: initialization phase, registration phase, login
phase, and authentication phase. The initialization phase is processed when the server
who wants to join to the system registers with the registration center. The registration
phase is performed only once per user when a new user registers itself with the
registration center. The login and the authentication phases are carried out whenever a
user wants to gain access to each server included in multi-server environments. Before
the registration phase is performed for the first time, the registration center RC decides
on the following system parameters: a one-way hash function h and two cryptographic
keys x and y. The keys x and y are shared securely with the registration center. The
notation in Table 1. is employed throughout this paper
Table 1. Notation

pw
ID,
SID,
t1, t2,

t3

EK(X)
DK(X)
x, y
h()
11
ED

m, n,

Password of an entity Ui
Identity of an entity U,
Identity of an entity 5,
Timestamp
Encryption of X using an asymmetric key K
Decryption of X using an asymmetric key K
A cryptographic key
One-way hash function
Concatenation operation
XOR operation
Random number
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2.1 Initialization Phase
This phase is invoked whenever a server wants to join this group. During this phase,
the registration center RC and the server perform the following running:
Step 1. A server S, who wants to registration with the system submits its identity SID,
to the registration center RC via a secure channel.
Step 2. After receiving S, 's identity SID, RC computes pi as pi = h(SIDv) and sends <
pi> to RC through a secure channel.
2.2 Registration Phase
This is the phase where a new registration of a user takes place. The registration
proceeds as follows:
Step 1. A user U,, who wants to register with the registration center RC, submits a
registration request, consisting of its identity ID,, to the registration center RC via a
secure channel
Step 2. Upon receiving the request <ID,>, RC computes K, =
<K1> to user U.

x) and sends

Step 3. Now the user U, chooses its password PW, at will and computes B, = K, El)
h(ID,IIPW,). Then U, stores the values <B„ ID,, ho> on its smart card.

2.3 Authentication and Password Change Phase
If U, wants to change its password, U, inserts its smart card and its identity ID, and
password P. The user U, issues a Require of replacing old password with a new
password. The smart card executes the following steps.
Step 1. Given IDE, Require, and PW, the smart card generates a timestamp
computes T,= B, G) h(ID,IIPW,), F1= E,(ID,IIRequirellt 1).
Then U, sends the password request message <ID, F1> to the registration center RC. Step
2. After receiving the message <ID,, F 1> , RC first acquires the current timestamp t2 and
computes G, as G, = DT,(F). Then RC verifies that: (1) ID, is valid, (2)
t2 —
At where At is the maximum allowed time interval for transmission delay.
If both of these conditions hold, RC believes that the responding party is the genuine
user and makes a tag which denotes Yes as the response for the request. Otherwise, RC
makes a tag which denotes No. Now RC generates a new timestamp t3, computes F2 =
EJ/D,Iitagl lt3) and sends to the response message <F2> to the user U.
Step 3. Having received <F2> from RC, U, computes G2 as G2 = D, (F2). If tag represents
No, U, stop the password change. Otherwise, the user U, chooses a new password PW„_,
computes B„,„= B, El) h(ID,IIPW,) El) h(ID,IIPW„,) and replaces B, with
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B. on the smart card.

3 Cryptanalysis of Tan's Scheme
In this section we point out that Tan's scheme suffers from an off-line password
guessing attack [13].
3.1 Flaws in the scheme
Tan [7] claims that its authentication scheme prevents an attacker from learning some
registered user's password via an off-line password guessing attack. But, unlike the
claim, Tan's protocol is vulnerable to an off-line password guessing attack mounted
by extracting the secret information from a smart card [8]. Now we assume that an
attacker has stolen the U's smart card or gained access to it and extracted the secret
value(B,) stored in it by monitoring its power consumption [5, 6]. More concretely,
the problem with Tan's scheme is that whoever obtains the value B, stored in U,'s
smart card, RC's response message F2, and U‘'s password change request message F,
can find out the user U:s password PW,.
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